
Analytical, Precision, and High Capacity Balances

Flagship Balances from OHAUS

Unique Features Include:
 

 

 



 Analytical, Precision, High Capacity
Intelligent PERFORMANCE

Fast stabilization time 

Optimized linearity and repeatability specifications 

Optimized vibration filtering 

Superior Shock, Spill and Splash Resistance 

Intuitive SOFTWARE

Color VGA display with icons for simple menu navigation 

14 built-in applications with customization capabilities to meet 
the varying needs in laboratory and industrial settings

Minimum Weight capability with visual warning feature

Virtual QWERTY keyboard and numeric keypad to quickly input 
GLP and GMP data and other application data , direct scan of 
the sample ID to the input field with an optional barcode reader.

Password protected User Manager with administrator capability

Library function to store and recall customized applications 
including 10 recipes for Formulation application.

Alternate RS232 command feature adapts the balance to 
existing data acquisition software

External input for zero, tare or print operations via the external 
foot switch accessory

Audible and visual feedback for touch screen input commands 
as well as the indication of the check weighing status



Ingenious DRAFTSHIELD

The automatic draftshield door models have a new function for auto-
matically opening draftshield doors without touching the balance.  
It helps to eliminate sample residue transfer and contaminations.

Side doors seamlessly glide on top-mounted bearings

The versatile top door offers two entry 
options; access the weighing chamber by 
flipping the top door or sliding the glass 
panel open.

The expansive side entry 6.3" × 9.4"  
(160 mm × 240 mm) allows you to  
freely place and remove large weigh boats or 
other large vessels in the weighing chamber

Antistatic coated glass helps dissipate static 
charges in the weighing chamber which 
could adversely affect the weighing results

Easy to install and remove glass panels and a stainless steel bottom 
make Explorer extremely easy to clean

A draftshield chamber light is available when the balance is used in  
low lighting environments

Practical TOUCHLESS SENSORS

Hands-free operation 

Two sensors on the base* and two on the 
display can be set up individually to allow for 
remote operations

The sensors can be set up to provide 
automated operation of the draftshield 
side doors and can be programmed to 
automatically open the opposite side door in order to support efficient 
and logical sample placement with your free hand.



Analytical, Precision, High Capacity
Intelligent CALIBRATION

Self-calibrates the system when it senses a temperature change 
sufficient enough to affect weighing accuracy, or every 3-11 hours, 
depending on the user configuration

Performs routine calibration and reduces the need for external 
masses

External Calibration Models Available

Intuitive USER SETUP

Easy to view illuminated level indicator placed at the front of 
the balance

Adjustable thumbwheels are easy to turn to level the balance

Level assist screen helps users quickly identify which 
thumbwheels need to be adjusted to level the balance

Data Transfer Function helps to output data directly into 
Microsoft Excel

Instructional messaging during application use guides users 
through the weighing process

User information menu allows users quickly view and learn more 
about the available balances features

Up to 14 operating languages make Explorer’s Intuitive User Setup 
truly universal

Dimensions



Ingenious MODULAR DESIGN

Display features:

 Base features 

Adjustable rolling feet accessory allows for simple and 
quick movement and relocation of the balance**

Practical APPROVALS

Other Standard Features & Equipment:


